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UZMA secures first overseas chemical supply contract in Thailand  

 
11 June 2021 

 
 
 
KUALA LUMPUR.  Uzma Berhad (“Uzma”), through its wholly-owned subsidiary, MMSVS Group 
Holding Co. Ltd. (“MMSVS”) in Thailand, is pleased to announce that it has been awarded a contract 
from Medco Energi Thailand (Bualuang) Limited (“Medco Energi Thailand”) for the provision of 
chemical supply and services (callout). 
 
This three (3) years contract will run from 20 May 2021 to 1 June 2024 and is valued at an estimated 
USD3 million. The scope of work includes the provision and supply of production chemicals and oilfield 
chemicals, including technical services for the Chemical Management Program for the Bualuang field 
in the Gulf of Thailand. 
 
“This chemical supply contract award marks the first contract that we have secured in the ASEAN 
region outside of Malaysia, where we are the leading oilfield chemicals provider.,” said Dato’ Naza 
Haron, CEO of O&G Business in Uzma. Dato Naza’ further added, “Uzma aims to further grow its 
chemical business and this contract is also MMSVS’ first venture into the chemical business in 
Thailand.”  
  
MMSVS joined the UZMA family in 2014 and since then, we have become the leading HWU service 
provider in ASEAN running the largest fleet of HWUs of different sizes capable of performing various 
services from well workover to drilling, both onshore and offshore. Today, our HWU division forms 
part of the Group’s integrated well service offerings for projects such as Plug & Abandonment (P&A) 
and Well Workover operations (WO). This chemical supply contract adds a further dimension to the 
services that are provided by MMSVS. 
 
Uzma Berhad is one of the leading Malaysian oil & gas contractors specialising in production 
optimisation and enhancement. It has a strong track record as Malaysia’s leading integrated well 
services specialist as well as capabilities in other parts of the oil and gas value chain such as optimising 
hydrocarbon recovery.    
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About Uzma Berhad 
 
Incorporated in 2000, Uzma is one of the leading Oil & Gas Service and Equipment (OGSE) companies 
in Malaysia with operational offices in Thailand, Indonesia and the Philippines. We offer a spectrum 
of cost-effective, integrated and innovative solutions across O&G value chain.  
 
Uzma prides itself as a technology innovator through the continuous introduction of new services 
though our propriety and in-housed developed applications. Many of our innovations implemented 
by clients, include low pressure systems, mobile water injection facility, reinforced thermoplastic 
pipes, and several others have directly led to higher hydrocarbon recovery, extension of field life, and 
lowering client’s operational costs. 
 
Within both our local and international footprint, we remain committed to FIND, CONNECT and 
PRODUCE our clients’ hydrocarbon assets  by continuously developing new technology and processes 
that underpins our service offerings. At present, the group are diversifying into new growth areas such 
as the New Energy, Late Life Assets and Digitisation sectors to achieve a balance mix of growth and 
recurring operations going forward.  
 
Uzma has been listed on Bursa Malaysia’s Main Board since July 2008. For more information on Uzma, 
please visit www.uzmagroup.com.  
 
 
 

For further information, please contact: 
 
UZMA Group Communications.  
Tel: +603 7611 4000 
Fax: +603 7611 4100 
Email: communications@uzmagroup.com  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


